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returning to reincarnation and is again in the astral world,
the soul may, in extreme cases, be linked by magnetic
affinity to the astral body of an animal of similar vicious
appetites and be chained as a prisoner to that animal's
physical body through its astral. He cannot go to heaven
if so chained in the astral world just after death, nor can he
be reborn as a man if the chaining takes place while the
soul is descending towards physical life. That human
entity has all his faculties and consciousness in the astral
world, but cannot express himself, because in the first
place the animal body is not suited for human self-ex-
pression, and secondly because the animal still controls its
own body. But such animal obsession, i.e., undergoing penal
servitude while chained to an animal, and cut off for the
time from progress and self-expression, is not reincarnation,
for reincarnation means entering into a physical vehicle
which belongs to and is controlled by the ego. Thus we
understand that the soul of a man does not become the
soul of a brute, but that the former is bound to the soul of
a brute and carried in the animal organisation with all the
energies of that rational soul absolutely impeded.
In minor cases short of absolute imprisonment the
ego may take human birth, but the physical body will be
impressed with the animal characteristics like pig-face or
dog-face.
Q. Then how do you account/or the statement in ( The
Light of Asia 9 that Buddha was able to remember His
incarnation in a tiger^s form ?
Ans. To account for this, we require neither the birth
of human souls in animal bodies nor the theory of a per-
sistent individual consciousness in animals.
First of all that statement is merely a repetition of
an exoteric legend and may or may not be correct.

